For an even greater depth of detail, special report formats with our exclusive Expanded Event Codes are available. They can give you information not included in the standard NITL CLM reports – such as how long a particular car will be sitting idle.

RailSight’s flexibility gives you the freedom to do everything from receiving basic equipment tracing data in an Excel-friendly format to routing comprehensive reports to your fleet or transportation management system.

End-to-end Cycle Reports Enable Accurate Supply-Chain Analysis.
RailSight can furnish you with complete recaps of all activity to date – no matter at what stage in the trip cycle you ask for it. Even if you come in late, RailSight brings you up to speed. You can even use RailSight to identify your shipments based on railroad-supplied shipping documents and begin sending status reports from the start of the trip.

RailSight’s waybill triggered reporting will automatically add equipment to your fleet as soon as a waybill is received from the railroad. So you won’t have to worry about managing fleet updates or missing cars. Summary reports confirm that the equipment is in your fleet and on the move.

For more information about Railinc RailSight, call toll-free 1.877.724.5462 or e-mail to inquiries@railinc.com.

In a business dependent upon mission-critical data, an educated guess is no substitute for an informed decision. Whether you are a rail equipment owner, rail shipper or third-party logistics manager, the more you know, the better you can manage your inventory, allocate your assets and serve your customers. That’s why Railinc created RailSight. The only comprehensive, single source shipment tracking service available, Railinc RailSight sends out real-time rail data around the clock, tracking railcars and intermodal equipment on more than 550 rail carriers and shops throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico. Railinc is a recognized leader in delivering high-quality, North American rail data for more than 30 years. Railinc processes over 7.5 million events a day and is the only provider with deeper short-line rail data, making RailSight the single-most complete source for rail event data. No other source comes close.

**RAILSIGHT™ SOLUTIONS MEET RAIL TRACKING NEEDS AND DELIVER CRITICAL INSIGHT**

In a business dependent upon mission-critical data, an educated guess is no substitute for an informed decision. Whether you are a rail equipment owner, rail shipper or third-party logistics manager, the more you know, the better you can manage your inventory, allocate your assets and serve your customers. That’s why Railinc created RailSight. The only comprehensive, single source shipment tracking service available, Railinc RailSight sends out real-time rail data around the clock, tracking railcars and intermodal equipment on more than 550 rail carriers and shops throughout the United States, Canada and Mexico. Railinc is a recognized leader in delivering high-quality, North American rail data for more than 30 years. Railinc processes over 7.5 million events a day and is the only provider with deeper short-line rail data, making RailSight the single-most complete source for rail event data. No other source comes close.

**RAILSIGHT DELIVERS ACTIONABLE INFORMATION TO:**

**RAIL EQUIPMENT OWNER:** Incomplete rail data leads to wasted time and frustrated customers. With RailSight, you and your customers gain accurate, up-to-date information from a single, reliable source. Not only will you save time and money, but RailSight equips you with the data needed to provide seamless customer service.

An easy-to-use web interface reduces errors and helps you manage costs by specifying exactly the level of detail events you want to see. Comprehensive, accurate information from a trusted source means you have the right data to support the right decisions.

**RAIL SHIPPERS:** Blind spots and demurrage can mean long hours and headaches for transportation managers. RailSight offers an automated system for tracking rail shipments that eliminates blind spots in the process, allowing you to more efficiently and cost effectively manage exceptions, demurrage and shipments. With RailSight’s customizable event reporting, you won’t be overwhelmed by a flood of irrelevant details. Instead, you can manage costs by including only those events you want to receive.

**THIRD-PARTY LOGISTICS MANAGERS:** Third-party logistics managers can have information needs that differ from those of traditional rail shippers. With RailSight, you can set and reset the events you want to receive in customized reports based on changing business needs. Intermodal reporting features eliminate gaps in the shipping process, enabling you to enhance customer service and increase productivity through improved inventory and exception management.

**MULLTIPLE FORMATS, MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY.**

You don’t have to invest in costly new applications to access the wealth of valuable information provided by RailSight. You can view our data and reports in the industry standard format you want, including:

- All National Industrial Transportation League (NITL) standard car location message (CLM) formats
- EDI 214 report format (trucking)
- EDI 322 report format (ocean carriers)

For an even greater depth of detail, special report formats with our exclusive Expanded Event Codes are available. They can give you information not included in the standard NITL CLM reports – such as how long a particular car will be sitting idle.

RailSight’s flexibility gives you the freedom to do everything from receiving basic equipment tracing data in an Excel-friendly format to routing comprehensive reports to your fleet or transportation management system.

**END-TO-END CYCLE REPORTS ENABLE ACCURATE SUPPLY-CHAIN ANALYSIS.**
RailSight can furnish you with complete recaps of all activity to date – no matter at what stage in the trip cycle you ask for it. Even if you come in late, RailSight brings you up to speed. You can even use RailSight to identify your shipments based on railroad-supplied shipping documents and begin sending status reports from the start of the trip.

RailSight’s waybill triggered reporting will automatically add equipment to your fleet as soon as a waybill is received from the railroad. So you won’t have to worry about managing fleet updates or missing cars. Summary reports confirm that the equipment is in your fleet and on the move.

**NIGHT OR DAY, YOU’LL NEVER BE IN THE DARK WITH RAILSIGHT.**
The sun never sets on the world of business. Railinc delivers 24x7x365 solutions and industry leading customer support. After all, in today’s global economy, managing your supply chain isn’t a 9 to 5 job anymore. You’re on call around the clock – and so are we.